Running along with this mundane membrane Money, there is another
parallel invention: Time as a kind of policeman. Time, the policeman.
But a policeman subsidized by money gangsterism.
VII. The Broadway Creed
Belittlement is its business.
Confusion of the best with the worst is its avocation.
Concerning the wisecracker. We have always a supply of him in the
Fellowship. We laugh at his cracks and in good turn take a crack at him.
He comes most frequently from the large urban centres of the East, but he
comes also from Kansas, Dakota, California, or Minnesota.
The Broadway Creed has covered the country pretty much until it has
Hollywood for its other end, and is pretty much commonplace all the way
between. Especially where the upper region of the pantaloons is con-
cerned . . . Box Office. The particular cynicism of our era is a kind of
smart smut which the breed of the creed instinctively uses to besmirch
the common faith of the common man.
Faith of any kind is a mark for the creed's experts, especially any sur-
viving faith in human nature. Selfishly bred, children of pleasure herding
on hard, crowded pavements in congested urban areas, the breed naturally
gets the worm's-eye or low-down view suited to the Cashandcarry
mentality.
But, more important, the Broadwayman's Creed is the solace and the
front line of defence for the inferiority complex. Its performances are the
instinctively inferior smart-boys' flag and release.
In spite of the Immigration laws, it has grown up among us as the
natural product of the melting pot*
As Carlyle said of Democracy, so we say of the Broadway Creed, 'It is a
disease* Let us have it so we may have done with it and get on to rule by
the bravest and the best.' Nevertheless, human conduct may eventually
grow to be a little wiser for the Broadwaymen's worm's-eye view. But a
sense of the ridiculous assuming the airs and graces of humour which is
really what it is not, has robbed us of too much of our native salt and
savour. A Winchell is a Broadway substitute for a wholesome manly Will
Rogers.
Among us there is enough punctilio to puncture. There are enough
stuffed shirts to thump and enough hypocrisy to play up> infested as the
country is with the flood of commercial exploits idiotically extolling their
own cheap merits, hoping to knock off a good piece of business by so doing.
The rat-like perspicacity of the breed raised on the Creed is worth much
where that work is to be done. How much?
Well, there's Mickey Mouse. He's amusing*
Amusement is the indispensable as things get to be in Urbania. And
while the laugh provoked by ridicule and the funnies is not the same as the
laii|faiffrovQked by the salt and savour of true humour, even that cheap
laugh is worth something to our plight. The Creed thus serves a turai
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